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Welcome address (Réka SOMSSICH, Vice Dean for Education, Eötvös
Loránd University, Faculty of Law)
In her welcome remarks Ms. Somssich pointed out that it would be hard to find an issue more
topical than the legal aspect of online media, and especially social media. But she only saw a
few events where experts, academics could share views or exchange opinions and could really
taking part in the policy or strategy making and the implementation. This workshop is
supported by COMPACT, Horizon 2020 Cooperative and Support Action project. Academics
and other stakeholders from eight countries and representatives of international organizations
take part in it, she underlined. With a special guest from the Council of Europe this is an event
that ELTE Facutly of Law was not only proud but honored to host.

Keynote speech
Elena DODONOVA, Media and Internet Division, Council of Europe:
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A human rights framework towards intermediaries – what are the
bases?
She speaks on behalf of Charlotte ALTENHÖNER-DION (Germany) Head of Internet
Governance Unit, Council of Europe who was unable to come due to health issues.
Ms. Dodonova started her speech posing 3 questions about the status of internet
intermediaries to look better at the core of the issue.

1. What are they - are they common stakeholders or major players?
Essentially it is a question of role, status and impact. Looking at the role, we have to face that
there are real information and power asymmetries between intermediaries and a range of
actors including regulators. Information that intermediaries possess goes beyond any nature
and data is the power. We also have to face the fact that the success of social media has
produced a very tangible shift in the media paradigm, the information paradigm, which points
to the way users today search and consume info, form their opinion, act and communicate in
the online environment – there is a profound change compared to what has happened in recent
years. In the media environment, we have to also face the fact that access to technology,
training and skills produces a strong competitive advantage that social platforms and other
media intermediaries have compared to other media platforms, not to mention just smaller or
local media outlets. This is a complete change of paradigm in the information and media
environment. We have to admit they are not regular stakeholders, but they are major players.
And this role is currently underestimated.

2. Are they tech platforms or publishers?
This question is mostly about liability. There is not a single, unified approach. Looking at the
ECtHR, one may observe that for the court the focus is not so much on attributing liability as
such, the court is more focused on maintaining the rule of law and human rights in the online
environment and therefore the court is very much prepared to accept that internet
intermediaries might wear different hats at times and even recognize that internet
intermediaries can be seen as publishers. The court is very clearly following the case by case
basis approach which means it will judge depending on the circumstances of the particular
case even though that some specific criteria are in place. The US system was considered to be
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more clear on this issue with little or no liability for a 3 rd party content but in Packingham v
North Carolina the court went so far as to say that social media is “the modern public square”
which brings us to a conclusion that internet users can sue and claim liabilities of internet
intermediaries under the 1st amendment and that is a completely different approach.
Sometimes internet intermediaries are not clear on their status. Here Facebook is a great
example where in the recent Bikini App case, they made a 180-degree turn saying that they are
publishers even though previously in many instances (Zuckerberg Congress Hearing) they
claimed that Facebook is anything but a publisher, it is a neutral tech platform.

3. Are they enablers or disruptors?
Looking at the range of functions and the services they provide we cannot but admit that our
lives are so closely linked to the services and these services are so enabling that the goal is on
the one hand very positive. One the other hand, we cannot disregard the importance of
Cambridge Analytica, for example, which is very disrupting. Therefore, they are both
enablers and disruptors.

About the functions of intermediaries, we can distinguish:
1. Purely intermediary functions: functions linking users to services, to each other etc. which
are purely intermediary functions.
2. Functions of editorial nature: moderating content, ranking content and controlling whether
users can post information, access info. These actions are mostly performed based on the inhouse policies and terms of services.
3. Monitoring: seems very untypical and strange: they do monitor content; they are required
to assess the validity of requests for takedown and the legality of certain types of content. In
2015 the Council of Europe published a comparative study on filtering and taking down
internet content. It analyzed the legislation of the 47 Member States and how they deal with
this issue. There was a surprising result: more them half of them tend not to legislate/regulate
but to stimulate this type of functions. They encourage internet intermediaries to self-regulate
and to perform those kinds of functions that are not typical for businesses. So instead of
introducing legislative framework many states prefer to act on some informal agreements.
This leads to the major reason for concern. Balancing of fundamental rights is typical for
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governments and their bodies, the judiciary or other competent bodies, and most importantly
sometimes these decisions are hard to make even for a competent judiciary. What can we
expect from businesses then, how reliable can they be? The ECtHR under Article 10 of the
Convention has developed a whole test, a three-steps test which is sometimes quite
challenging even for judicial bodies and we cannot claim and expect that internet
intermediaries are qualified for this. Action is needed to deal with the issue.
First, we have to acknowledge the role and impacts. Face them as they are even if we have to
admit we lost a lot of time without regulation. Secondly, to look at the status not only of the
internet intermediaries but also of other media actors and admit the necessity of reviewing the
regulatory or accountability mechanisms applicable to various forms of content control
exercised by various actors in the media environment and consider possible revision of such
mechanisms since media has changed

Thirdly, we need to respond in the cases of human

rights violations. Malone v. the UK case illustrates that courts are capable of dealing with new
challenges. Lastly, we need to regulate on the basis of the existing human rights framework
which should be worked out in the form of co-regulation that can be supplemented by selfregulation but not replaced by it. Understandably, there are challenges to this. Regulators are
sometimes not well-informed on how new technology works because they are not
professional in tech. Furthermore, regulation must not only try to keep up with the pace of
tech development, but it has to look forward and be time proof. The diversity of functions of
internet intermediaries and the jurisdiction challenges are somewhat problematic for
regulation but should not prevent the Council from taking this step because the stakes at risk
are high.

The legal basis to regulate for states and internet intermediaries
The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms applies both
offline and online. The obligations states have under this convention need to be duly
performed online and offline and obligations are twofold. There is a negative obligation (the
need to refrain from violating human rights) and positive obligations (proactively protecting
human rights). This is the key premise for regulation. Part of this obligation is to regulate, to
put in place procedures, effective remedies, and a sufficiently developed legal framework which is a basis in the fundamental rights for state action.
There is also a set of legal bases for businesses. The UN Framework for Business and Human
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Rights introduces the concept of corporate responsibility where they don’t have to wait for the
states to act. There is also the duty of care concept developed by the ECtHR which means that
businesses are professionals and since they perform in their professional functions they have
to perceive with a duty of care to assess and advance all human rights impacts and put
remedies in place in advance and not post-facto. Since there are legal basis for responsibility
of both states and the intermediaries the Council of Europe went on with another document: a
Recommendation on the Roles and Responsibilities of Internet Intermediaries. This
recommendation was adopted in яpring 2018 with a major objective to reemphasize and bring
back to the political agenda that the rule of law and human rights should be present in the
online environment as well as offline. The document provides two main messages:
1. Responsibilities of states and intermediaries - all other actions must be clear cut and
distinguished from one another and by no means should states try and shift their obligations
on internet intermediaries.
2. A new solution that the recommendation proposes is a function-based approach where on a
case by case basis we check whether the intermediary functions as publisher or editor. If a
case is about a piece of content with regard to which editorial type functions are performed
then we should be thinking intermediary liability as here they stay most closely to media in
what they do.We have to differentiate then content with respect to which editorial functions
are applied. Meanwhile, a case about a piece of content where functions performed by
intermediaries are very clearly intermediary in nature then a no liability approach would seem
appropriate. To sum up in a rule of law perspective: where functions are editorial there should
be liability (with effective remedies where users can understand where they can go for
recourse), while where content is only hosted and no action is taken by internet intermediaries
then they might be exempt from liability.
We encourage a co-regulatory approach which means businesses and governments should sit
at the same table. Ethical guidelines and self-regulation might effectively supplement
regulation, but they cannot be a replacement.
Last but not least: users. Users represent a group of individuals who we are trying to protect
and who must also be vocal. They must be able to talk about their rights and enjoy their rights
they need to empower, informed, educated - this is also something to keep on the agenda.

Q/C&A:
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Q: The Council of Europe has apparently changed its approach to regulation social media
during the last 10 years, hasn´t it? From putting social media on equal footing with legacy
media through graduated regulation to a more specific regulation?
A:
Q: There is perhaps a difference between legal (but harmful, e.g. bulying, misinformation)
and illegal?
A: It is too early to regulate legal harms in social media. There is a Special Report on
Information Disorder produced by the CoE. Moreover, M.S. Are independent entities, we can
not force them to regulate.
Q/C: There is no legal basis ofr regulatory suggestions by CoE.
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Fanny HÍDVÉGI (Access Now, Belgium/Hungary)
No chance of getting intermediary liability right - so why are we even
trying?
She wanted the guests to have a picture of how the decision making is on about the future of
the policies of intermediary liability because we are not going to make decisions any soon in
this area. This decision not only determines the faith of online content but most importantly it
impacts the fundamental rights of freedom of expression, privacy and discrimination as well.
Finally, during the debate she wanted to touch on why it is impossible to get the question right
in order to make it work both in Hungary, Argentina, US and on the global scale.
The Digital Services Act (DSA)
DSA is the new EU law that will potentially regulate not only online content but commercial
platforms and many more. Institutionally, what happened a day before the conference (Sept
10) is that the key candidate figures of next Commission were suggested. However, there is a
total mess in digital portofolio competences.
The Head of Unit proposed a tentative timeline for the Digital Services Act. It is in evaluation
mode at the time of the conference while impact assessment is beginning early 2020 with
clarity by mid-2020 which means that hopefully it can reach the proposal phase that year. The
DSA will not solve all the problems but it will try to create the right incentives - that is the
Commission’s aspiration.
Content governance structure:
1. State regulatory/ mandatory model: what they usually call content regulation. A good
example of this would be the German NEDSTD. It is a field where we expect clear
and precise law with the emphasis on both the negative and positive obligations of
states.
2. Co-regulatory approach: for example, the Hate Speech Code of Conduct for Platforms,
where it is an encouraged state led dialogue but builds on voluntary measures by
private actors.
3. Voluntary/self-regulatory: an example for it is the Terms of Service of Facebook. It is
an umbrella term for speech control via the terms of service. At best, it would offer
voluntary commitment, but we have seen that contractual terms are not enough to
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provide those kinds of prevention and redress and other things.

In this topic we usually talk about content moderation and maybe we should more importantly
talk about content curation and not just takedowns. So, to conclude each model has its own
advantages and disadvantages. In the EU, we tend to be on the side of regulatory model, but
we have seen that one fail for example in the over criminalization of speech and we can
probably imagine governments within and outside the EU that you would not want to make
those decisions. On the other hand, privatizing law enforcement is a detriment of the human
rights.
Takeaways from the speech: The necessity to shift focus from how online content is removed
to how content is distributed. The threat of illicit content is foreseeable, it is a consequence of
a common business model: the widespread collection and processing of data and personal
data, profiling and how the content gets to people. We should focus on that instead of trying
to regulate content. Whichever model we end up with (probably the co-regulatory one) it must
be HR centered in order to achieve all the requirements. There is a danger of overcriminalisation of speech. We should differentiate how content is distributed from how it is
regulated.
Q/C: Voluntary/self-regulatory is different from what was described – it is more institutional
self-regulation.
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Belgium/Poland): Safeguards for freedom of expression in the era of
online Gatekeeping
There is a shift from intermediary liability to intermediary responsibility. States cannot
absolve from their obligations. At the EU level, states are also obliged to create clear-cut
safeguards (proportional, minimum interference, not immediately taking down, keeping
fairness – due process).
There is a growing trend of wanting intermediaries to regulate speech. The number of
initiatives at a national level, state proposed laws that delegate monitoring assessing and
sanctioning powers to intermediaries (the German NEDSTD and the French proposal) but it is
also visible in the EU level which started to introduce initiatives (a Code of Conduct on Hate
Speech Online, a new Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market, the amended
AVMS Directive and a regulation on preventing the dissemination of terrorist content online).
All these initiatives require platforms to take up certain roles, enforcement tasks that were
traditionally reserved for the state, but the delegation of such tasks raises several concerns.
Tasks are delegated to parties who are not competent to fulfill this role to make these kinds of
decisions, there is no proper balancing of the rights at stake, and of course they can affect the
exercise of fundamental rights of internet users and in particular create restriction of freedom
of expression though private corporate censorship. Delegating powers to private entities to
police speech is often chosen as an efficient and an effective method of tackling the problem
of illegal or infringing content online. But by delegating the obligations to private bodies state
cannot absolve itself from the responsibility to offer effective protection of fundamental rights
beause states should not only not interfere with the rights at subject but also has a positive
obligation to effectively protect these rights and also from interfering from other private
parties.
In her research she proposed a number of substantive and procedural safeguards such as
1. Improving the quality of law. By ensuring that the legal framework that delegates the
power to private entities is accessible, foreseeable and predictable so all the parties
that are actually affected know what kind of behavior is expected of them. Example
would be clear and predictable rules at EU level containing safeguards and preferably
in the form of Regulation.
2. Ensuring that measures interfering with online expression are proportionate and
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impulse a minimum impairment on the right of Freedom of Expression. Here it would
be the selection of appropriate mechanisms from the variety of notice-and-action
mechanisms we have available and not immediately jumping to takedown as the only
solution.
3. Safeguards in the area of procedural fairness which focuses mostly on how the
decisions are taken. The main goal here is actually to introduce and element of due
process in the mechanism. Here the example would be notification to the content
provider that there was a complaint about this content and the nature of the objection and also the possibility of some exceptions and a possibility to introducing counter
notice mechanism.
4. Ensuring of active remedies: the decisions about content are not easy to make so there
should be a way to remedy that and ensuring appropriate relief is possible. So here
examples could be: possibility to appeal a decision on the intermediary level with a
possibility for the content to be reinstated or the possibility judicial regress.
5. Safeguards to ensure more transparency. Together they tell how to delegate power,
how the rules of delegated powers work in reality and also how the rules actually work
as they should. That could be in forms of transparency reports which in a way exists in
some level but on a more voluntary basis, and that should be reports coming from
intermediaries and states, too because we need info from both to have a full picture
that would allow us to engage in an evidence based policy making and not assumption
based policy making.
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Andrea KOVÁCS (Eötvös Loránd University, Faculty of Law, Hungary): Possible
regulatory models for social media: ideas and analogies
Andrea Kovács presented a compilation of a set of arguments on the liability of social media
used either in literature or before courts. The two aspects in liability were whether the
intermediary is liable for breaching the freedom of expression of users and the other is the
liability for the content uploaded to its platform.
1. The first analogy is whether social media is a public forum - it came up in the US and in
connection with the First amendment and protecting free expression. In this case the social
media works like a street - you get out to the street you shout something as the state is not
liable for what you shouted; the social media is not liable as well. There is no info on the
liability for the content itself - while the state cannot prevent you from shouting, but the social
media can tell you what to upload there.
2. The second one is a new phenomenon which is somewhere between the common carrier
and a publisher. This should be viewed on a scale on editorial control over the platform itself.
In the case of the publisher the editor has a discretional right what goes on the platform and
what does not. In the case of common carrier, the owner has no influence on it. The social
media is somewhere in-between. The author wrote “in the case of protecting freedom of
expression the 1st amendment protection should be applied through the consumer protection
framework because in this case there is a consumer contract between the user and the social
media platform.” Based on this the social media can be found liable for the content if it goes
against the contract because it is a contractual obligation to remove the content - what it
promised, it would remove.
3. The common carrier. In this case social media is not liable for the content uploaded but it
cannot remove it. A telephone company cannot remove the content from the lines.
4. The intermediary regime based on the EU Directive on e-Commerce. We have no info on
how freedom of expression should be protected in this case, but we know the intermediary
can be found liable if it knows the content infringes some rights and it does not remove it after
notification.
5. The publisher: there is no clear line between the intermediary liability and the publisher
liability because it can be regarded as such that the intermediary liability is kind of a modified
publisher liability although the discretion of the decision is made after publication and not
before that. Therefore, an intermediary can be found liable as a publisher but after it was
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notified.
6, Social media as a simple service. There is a consumer contract and that liability is based on
a contract.
7. Private property: social media is basically a wall - you write on and it is the private
ownership of the company and the liability of the company which can either be: not liable or
objectively liable as in case of dangerous activity but it is not accepted in the EU.
Q: What is this analysis based upon?
A: It is a mixture of US-European philosophical/legal traditions.
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Gábor POLYÁK (University of Pécs, Institute for Communication and Media
Studies, Mérték Media Monitor, Hungary):

Are private companies impose a risk to the fundamental rights?
He emphasized necessity to find a new balance between the public power/public regulation
and the regulation by the market players. Both FB and government in Hungary can be seen as
“power without control”. At the same time, they are in antagonistic relationship. There is a
plan of the government to regulate Google and Facebook because they are not in line with the
ideas of the government’s freedom of speech approach. While the approach is not perfect, he
agreed that we need control over every kind of power, and it is not easy to regulate Google
and Facebook. On the other hand, it is also not easy to be Facebook. If it deletes a post or
content, it will be labeled a censor. But if it doesn’t delete hate speech or other forms of
problematic content than it will be said that it is not taking its responsibilities.
Our questions about regulation or other possibilities and needs for intermediaries are very
similar to the situation from the 1990s - about the internet. People debated on how to regulate
the internet because it is huge, it is different, and it is something that can regulate itself. There
were two options, two tendencies to delegate public power to the market players to take the
responsibility of the regulator. One of the ways was self-regulation. There was a big hype
towards self-regulation that it is the only one solution to the problem. But in the ‘90s the
internet was a completely different infrastructure. It was fragmented, functioned by several
independent and small players and it was really decentralized - no one had the power to
regulate a big amount of communication. Now we have a different infrastructure, our
communication is flowing through the services of Google and Facebook - they have
centralized the whole internet. It is an absolutely new situation and no counterbalance on the
market and from the side of the consumers.
The second way to delegate the responsibility for regulation was the regulation of the liability.
There is a European Regulation about Liability from 2000 at a time that was the golden age of
internet and this regulation of liability is in line with this positive thinking. But the problem
with this regulation that it must be applied to Facebook and Google since we don’t have any
other rules but there are problems with this kind of limited liability of intermediaries.
There isn’t a clear procedure on how to delete illegal or problematic content from the internet
from the intermediaries. There are no remedies against the decisions of the market players - so
it was not guaranteed that a user will have the same guarantees against these market players
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than against the state. And now the new tendencies are to impose very high fines for
intermediaries. So high that it leads to the situation where they will delete everything
debatable. You can see these tendencies also in Germany - the first country that took this way
of regulation and this risk of over deleting is now a reality.
Gábor Polyák presented an alternative idea where state takes back some responsibility for the
regulation. It would be easy to say that you Facebook or Google have to delete everything,
saving the costs of more judges or resources for having new authorities and public
institutions. But the state has to take back the control in a way where there are new special
judicial procedures, for example in the field of crimes. Criminal law cannot be executed by
market players and we need more resources and more guarantees that these special procedures
may function properly.
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Miklós LIGETI (Transparency International Hungar, Hungary): Limiting
freedom of expression by limiting the freedom to seek, receive and impart
information – the Hungary case
Miklós Ligeti said that he was the odd man out as he was not talking about intermediary
liability and regulation. He gave an insight on how a government can limit freedom of
expression with obstacles thrown in the way to access information
He pointed out that Hungary is sharing an image of an upside down world where libelous
content and hate speech is often generated, shared or communicated by the government or
platforms directly or indirectly under the control of the government whereas access to
information -which would enable citizens, journalists or others to take part in a rational and
reasonable discourse- is hindered by the government.
He named three milestones since 1990 (the post-communist era of Hungary) which earmarked
the accessibility of public info. The first two milestones are from earlier (1992, 2001/2003)
where the government wanted to limit business secrecy and to create a framework whereas
the disruption and downgrading of freedom of expression started in 2012. Freedom of
information infrastructure was changed, and freedom of information ombudsman was
replaced by a government office which does not have the same level of independence. The
office plays a controversial role, but sometimes this institution still has some very positive
decisions. He also mentioned series of regulatory steps by the Hungarian government in the
past 5-6 year to hinder the access to public information. One of the ways by the government is
the charging of labor related costs generated by servicing a freedom of information request. In
a number of cases before a data request is presented, the labor related cost generated by such
request can be charged on the requestor. Transparency International got the two highest
charges in 2018 when they wanted to get information from the police and the state treasury.
On an arbitrary basis these institutions charged thousands of euros for costs related to
providing information. Therefore, before getting access, first TI had to get remedy for being
charged with these large sums of money, which would discourage many people from such
procedure.
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Kate COYER (Center for Media, Data and Society at the School of Public Policy at
CEU, USA/Hungary):

Online

violent

extremism

and

the

importance

of

human

rights’

frameworks
Kate Coyer presented parts of her research VOX POLL focused on the role of social media
companies and how their policies and practices regarding extremism. Her aim was to look at
the contours of violent extremism and how to address them.
1. Content removal as a strategy for countering violent extremism is not efficient.
Undoubtedly, there is a lot of content that creates harm that needs to come down -we are not
saying that everything should be up there- but as a strategy for countering extremism removal
is not the way forward.
2. Extremism is far too often used by states to justify a bad law and used as a pretext state
power to try to control the internet. In particular - a few years old example – in France
following the Charlie Hebdo attacks the government within a month pushed legislation that
allowed police to go directly to social media/internet companies and request content removal,
bypassing a fundamental layer of due process and rule of law by taking the courts out of the
equation. It is a powerful example of how emotions come into lawmaking and are used to
justify bad laws. This is a law that the government had been trying to pass for many years and
there was a high resistance, but the aftermath of the horrific terrorist attacks made it possible
to push it through.
3. The lack of definitions around extremism - this is also significant for the discussion: so
much what we are talking about - is it really hate speech or extremism? Ultimately, we want
private companies to determine what it really means to talk about extremism or terrorism.
There is an evolution of the language used in the Community Guidelines and the Terms of
Service that were driven by the expansion of the use social media and the need for respond to
these changes, but also government pressure. An example - it is only the last couple of years
that a specific language of the Community Guidelines prohibited terrorist activity or terrorist
content. Even having that language in was a new phenomenon - Microsoft uses UN sanctions
list for terrorist groups and while there might be some issues raised, at least that is a very clear
international set of terms social media rely on.
4. There is a real problem if we leave this question to companies to make decisions. There is a
real rock at the core of this and it is not just because of different policies and competing
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interests between civil society, governments, companies and internet users but that so much of
this is embedded in the actual structure and technology of the platforms themselves and that
makes it even more complicated and less easy to find the solutions. The whole issue of the
business model of social media platforms is based on monetizing data and our identity. This
also has to be part of the conversation. To understand the problem Coyer pointed out a study
regarding Youtube’s recommendation algorithm and how it shows that, through
recommendations or autoplaying, they tend to drive people towards more extremist views.
As a last point, the speaker referred to other types of extremist speech such as white
supremacy. When Twitter was under pressure from the governments to address ISIS related
extremism it took down 200,000 accounts or posts. It is also debatable whether it is a good
thing that they have the power to do that, but the point is they were able to. On the other hand,
it was not until the Nazi march and Charlottesville incident when people started talking about
white supremacist content. If we are looking at these companies, there are a lot of examples of
people dying of extremism. ISIS-related extremism was on focus but no other types of speech.

DISCUSSION TO THE FIRST PART
Q/C:
Gergely: What Zuckerberg says is a wrong framing of conflict of Hungarian government
with Facebook.
Fanny: We should focus at not solving data produced in society but how information is
distributed. Autorities dealing with competition are already involved here.
What can be specific solutions? Response mechanisms, notice-and-notice – this is already
present, notice-and-wait-and take down – this is controversial, notice-and-takedown –
suggesting... One needs to differentiate, whether it targers children. Overall, commerce
directive works well.
In Austrialia, there already is criminal responsibility of companies. Zuckerberg has liability
and responsibility to shareholders.
Kate: We are discussing legal aspects here, but there are technological /algorithmic
solutions, we need more user´s control. Content removal is not efficient solution.
XY: There are not transparent criteria in the Report of the Commission on removal of the
content by platforms.
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Fanny: There is only metrics of speech and amount, zero check on quality, legality. All
NGOs left this process. As a lawyer, I have doubts about Hate Speech Code.
Gábor: It is not entirely clear what it is about, there are still risks involved, no legal
guarantees.
Aleksandra: Statement of the Commission on anonymity.
Irini: The issue is about ballancing fundamental rights.
Kate/Alesandra: Smaller social media/IT companies are much more vulnerable to
general requests, they have less developed guidelines, lower resources.
Fanny: OECD versus EC approaches (marker dominance)
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András KOLTAY (National Media and Infocommunication Authority,
Hungary): Rethinking the constitutional foundations of the public sphere
Even though the current legacy media regulation in Hungary is not applicable to online
platforms, the legal system should be changed in a way, that it protects the basic principles
and underlying values of media regulation. Similar to traditional media companies, social
media platforms make editorial decisions every day such as deciding what the public issues
are and what should be visible for the public. They abide by codes. Social media platforms are
also similar to the media regulatory authorities.
The legislators also have their own aims regarding what should be hidden and what should be
made visible. The media regulation can be of help achieving this aim.
He drew our attention to the fact that the e-Commerce directive is becoming more and more
important because of the notice-and-takedown system established in it. Some national laws
(e.g. the German and the French laws) make the platforms responsible for assessing and
taking down certain content. On the other hand, free speech regulation should be applied as
well. This is basically the outsourcing of the application of freedom of speech regulation and
that is problematic.
He also mentioned that there is a contract between the platforms and their users which makes
the consumer protection laws an important part in regulation, because the platforms can be
found liable breaching this contract. He also discussed that when users who were public
figures complained about taking their content down, the content was made available again.
Another relevant field of law is the law of the public fora. In the US, Donald J. Trump’s
profile was defined as a public form by a district court, therefore its moderators cannot
discriminate comments – and users based on their viewpoint.
Different regulatory approaches to social media platforms can be discussed. On the one hand
the US model applies providing for freedom of platforms. In Europe a newly established coregulatory system operates introduced through agreements. In the UK the co-regulatory
system seems stronger. If states regulate platforms as traditional media and ban private
regulation that will not work.
As a closing to his presentation, András Koltay joined the first panelists in their opinion that
some EU countries want stronger coregulation with the platforms’ owners and this seems to
be the future, though some details are still unknown.
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Bissera ZANKOVA (Media 21 Foundation, Bulgaria): Documents dedicated
to the regulation of platforms against the background of human rights
protection
She started with the questionable definition of intermediaries and we associate this expression
with giants like Google, Facebook or Twitter. In her opinion the picture is changing as the
position of social media companies are now giants but tomorrow there might be a
competition.
It is a challenging task to regulate them, and we must not forget that we also regulate social
relations as well, therefore these rules shall not change every month.
While working on the documents of this conference, she became aware that extremities in the
positions of regulation appear.
Joining the previous speakers, she underlined the extremities of regulation: the scale extends
from self-regulation to state regulation (including the European Court of Human Rights’
tests), but now it seems that there is overregulation, which might be counterproductive. It is
important to note that beside the fact that these platforms are successful businesses they
facilitate debates, therefore they are important form of the freedom of initiative and provide a
forum for various speech’s points of view.
These platforms are distinguished from other entities, such as media companies. She
emphasized that the framework of human rights can be widely acceptable, drawing our
attention to the UN guideline for businesses to ensure human rights, making businesses
respect human rights by introducing necessary policies, due diligence and what is the most
important: litigation mechanisms. This last one also deserves a discussion, what litigation
mechanisms are most suitable, what should be set up.
Her closing note was: internet should be free and borderless but more regulation can
undermine this concept.
Q/C: How should we then deal with cases such as Christchurch shooting?
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Krisztina ROZGONYI (University of Vienna, Media Governance and Media
Industries Research Lab, Department of Communication, Austria/Hungary):

Holding digital platforms accountable: what role to public scrutiny? – A
blueprint for audiovisual media policy intervention
Her part of the panel was about the growing tendency of the nationalization of the speech
regulation and the states’ pressure on the national level.
What we see right now is what was called the Balkanisation of the internet in 2000 or the
fragmentation of the internet or the splinternet. Balkanization and fragmentation of the
Internet poses difficulties for regulation. According to her, all policy proposals debated right
now, for some extent represent the role of national regulator and the national regulation of
speech implementing renationalization. What is unacceptable is that in Europe bad examples
are reproduced.
We have to know that the European cases and what’s going on in Europe are closely followed
worldwide, so each and every mistake is caught and taken as granted, at many parts of the
world. So, the issue of her presentation is the possibilities and the limitations of the
involvement of national regulators in online speech regulation and the results of the first
regulatory interventions so far.
She drew our attention to the concept of solo regulation (as different from self-regulation),
because what many of us are calling self-regulation, what we see right now is much rather
solo regulation of platforms by themselves, that is overseen by no-one efficiently. So, the
question was decided in many cases and the proposals and the legislation in place already
shows that national regulators should do this job. However, we have to remind ourselves to
the principles of good regulation, no matter how much pathetic this might sound.
Proportionality, accountability, and also, what is a distinguished issue here: regulatory
independence and the problems about that.
What the states do at the moment shows their own concept of regulation. The first actor was
Germany, and now we have a few cases based on the NetzDG. In Germany an evidenced
based regulator is created, it is not a classical regulator. The reports issued in Germany prove
there is complete chaos. It is complete chaos about reporting, about intervention of regulation.
What we know is that Facebook was fined in July, because they also realized that this kind of
reporting is not really helpful to assess whether the law was enforced on the platform and the
German regulators thought that the data that was published by Facebook distorted the image
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of unlawful content and the social network’s response.
She also called up another report that monitors the code of conduct on disinformation. What
the regulator saw or could not see – not clear is that most of the reports is about and could not
comprehend what happened.

What kind of regulators do we foresee for us? What do the states foresee? Under the
AVMSD planned amendments, the Irish regulator is responsible, but no-one knows how this
is going to work, not even the Irish regulator. So therefore, states are putting in practice their
own legislative ideas and duty of care concepts. The question is for further debate.
She also pointed at ERGA Report – there are not clear competencies, although it is fully
credible report.
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Dejan DUKIC (Serbian National Internet Domain Registry Foundation, Serbia):
ccTLD registries status on content and abuse issues
He works for the Serbian domain name registry. The registry is a private, non-profit
organization, their policies are developed by the registry. The domain names are registered
through registrants, who are usually offering other services, such as hosting or internet
proxys. They do not have any limitations for registrants, and from any place in the world .sr is
available.
Two rights’ protection mechanisms are available: the first one is a specialized arbitration for
domain names, which is based on ICANN rules, and the other one is compliance procedures.
In that case anyone can send something regarding registration data or other related
information. Recently, an interesting paper was published on domain name registry and online
content. The purpose of that document is to share the status and the point of view of the
registries from European courts on domain name registration and content abuses. Some bullet
points from that paper illustrate that abusive and illegal content decreases trust and confidence
in the internet as a platform for innovation. The main problem with these activities is that
illegal content is described in local laws. There is not any international law that we can share.
It is hard to define what is illegal in the international environment.
There are three important players who are responsible for the content: the content provider,
the hosting provider and the internet service provider. DNS, from our perspective is a tool to
help you to navigate the internet, it is like a telephone book or property registry. Deleting the
domain name is not the right way to delete online content. We should act firstly against the
content provider, and if it is not forbidden to publish some content, then after deleting the
domain name, it can be published under other domain names, therefore it is not the proper
way to act. The other question is who can judge what content is illegal and according to law
of many other countries, only local courts can define and judge whether the content is illegal
or not. In some cases, domain name can be national and registered in a particular country, like
Hungary or Serbia, but content provider and the hosting provider can be from outside Europe.
There are several risks if you are going straight to domains. In some cases, content is posted
in some domains and if you delete the whole domain, it can be some social network and
platform for blogging or even a university website. What they are doing as registries is they
are trying to communicate to local and international stakeholders trying to share their point of
view and raising awareness how to fight illegal content in cases where a domain name is
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involved.
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Andrej SKOLKAY (School of Communication and Media, Slovakia):
Global suggestions for social media regulation: technology vs. economybased approaches and the rest. What are these about and can they
actually work?
If we make an overview of what is happening in the world and consider other suggestions, as
some previous speakers mentioned, we could discover that there are economic or technologybased approaches. Some technology-based approaches were already discussed. However,
Andrej Skolkay introduced several other aspects, not only legal or technology based but also
behavioural economics/psychology, which differ from each other.
The variety of approaches are not systematic, that would be impossible to be done, but the
research includes examples from India, China, Russia, Brazil and other countries and we can
see how they tackled these issues. The introduced table is only a partial result of the work
done, so basically what we could see are the names, countries and the years, and then the
suggestions for the regulation on how to respond to harms caused by social media, as harms
are broader than fake news and hoaxes. The approaches are very different starting from
Estonia, to Italy, to Bulgaria, from activists to IT specialists, regulatory bodies etc. So, it is
confusing, and this discussion is increasingly heated this year. In his research he tried to make
sense of it, so there is a classification. There are many interesting basic ideas from educating
users, breaking up tech giants to more sophisticated approaches.
To make sense of these ideas, a summary table was shown, which contained the classification
ideas what they are based on, e.g. taxation, breaking up giants etc., so this is a complex
overview. What is interesting is the ideas are not necessarily related to law in the narrow
sense, though in the wider sense anti-monopoly law, taxation or data protection and privacy
are in the picture.
Technology based approaches, for example, point out that many of us does not know that
there are several tools on the internet which can help protect children online, or Facebook
without ads, or people getting money when someone uses their data. To sum up, these
discussions about social media regulation are happening right now and we should be cautious
about them.
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Anna ZANATHY (Eötvös Loránd University, Faculty of Law, Hungary):
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other similar platforms are ad
companies! It is time to regulate them as such!
Facebook says it is all about bringing the world together or giving everyone a voice, but it is
not necessarily about that. It is more about advertising; they are players of the digital
advertisement market. The giants make hundreds of millions of dollars from ad revenues, but
we only discuss how to regulate them, whether it should be co-regulation or self-regulation
etc. But are they underregulated? She believes not.
Everyone knows that there are automatic ad auctions, so basically, they bid for the places
where to put the advertisement. The reason behind is that you have to appoint the targeted
audience, which in several cases overlap, so those who want to advertise have to bid on places
what is going to appear where. What not necessarily everyone knows is that Facebook does
not necessarily provide these kinds of services. They provide for example promoting services
or services that may increase the ad’s popularity or they link the ad together with videos or
certain comments, which also increases its popularity.
When we talk about regulation up until now it is all about political speech, we are afraid for
freedom of speech and human rights. However, the revenues of social platforms come from
advertising, so it is commercial speech and we do not have problem regulating that. The
question according to her is whether it can be an effective remedy.
She continued with misleading advertisement. Misleading advertisement is that false
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information is provided, so the advertiser misleads the consumer and that increases the
revenue or decrease the revenue of the other competitors.
The question is that: are platforms held liable for such misleading advertisement? The
problem is that when it comes to consumer protection law or advertising law, there is the
principle of primary liability. This is in accordance with the jurisprudence of the European
Court of Human Rights’s, e.g. in the Krone Verlag v. Austria, the Court said that there was a
violation of Article 10, even though there was a newspaper that published a misleading
advertisement and even knew about the illegality of the content.
On the other hand, it must be seen that online advertising is also an information society
service which falls under the scope of the e-Commerce directive. We have to distinguish
between passive service providers and active ones, as the latter can be held liable under the
implemented e-Commerce directive. That means we have a discrepancy here: we have an
advertisement regulation under which the platform cannot be held liable and at the same time
there is the e-Commerce directive which says that because of promoting, optimizing, the
platform can be held liable, it is an editorial control in some sense. Her question is: which
regulation should prevail?
This is a paradox: if we accept that the e-Commerce directive should prevail as lex specialis,
we differentiate between ad revenues online and offline, which is a possible solution, but on
the other hand, there is no coherence in them. Or, we accept the advertisement regulation and
ignore the e-Commerce directive and we have coherence, but at the same time we have many
platforms that host illegal advertisement and ignore that they could be held liable for that.
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Nevena BORISOVA (Global Voices, E-vestnik, Equal Voices, Bulgaria):
Destructive

and

constructive practices

in the

relation

to

shaping

credibility and ethical standards in the social media?
Even though Bulgaria was behind in internet access in the EU countries, half of the
population uses Facebook. It can be observed that in social media usage, Facebook users
dominate. She observed that the users’ activity on Facebook and social media awareness
depend on traditional media standards.
What about traditional media, which influence Facebook, Google and others and which are
influenced by them to a large extend? Bulgaria, as Freedom of the Press Index shows, is really
behind in media freedom, and there is an increase in judicial harassment of independent
media.
Social media standards depend on social media platforms. The general approach towards
social media in Bulgaria is superficial. According to her, the golden principles of ‘good
journalism’ are almost forgotten and there are several reasons for that. It can be said that
social media behavior prevents these processes to go deeper. Some principles, such as fact
checking, personal data respect, context and multiple provisioning and in-depth insight are
rarely seen in a social media context and also in traditional media in Bulgaria. As a result,
intermediaries create semi-news for traditional media, it can be observed that traditional
media use Facebook more and more as a source. Events on FB become events in reality.
Traditional media tend to lower their ethical responsibility and liability as well. They are
decreasing their investigative efforts; they grab unchecked facts from social media.
Social media has positive effects in Bulgaria, for example the anti-government protests six
years ago, the nurses’ protests for better work conditions and other campaigns were organized
through social media, but there are also some negative trends as FB are often used as an
instrument for donations and there were some discussions concerning it. FB is also a source of
fears and false news.
Facebook became a huge platform for different social projects and many unchecked
comments created hysteria. So, as we can see it, it is important for experts to also take part in
Facebook and regulate it. There is a huge potential in social media.
To sum up, we can see that social media is used more and more in Bulgaria. Some examples:
for a really short time a huge amount of people was mobilized to make something significant.
False news can fuel social energy in a negative or positive way depending on where the real
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public interest is, non-verified and emotional posts can exhaust public energy in a wrong way,
and Facebook groups can fuel fears and social insecurity as well, as it could be witnessed in
Bulgaria recently.
Some possible steps to regulate: responsible role of the administrators of the relevant
groups/pages, expert participation online to decide on what is true or false and media
participation in deeper analysis.
She finished her presentation with some cases: the ‘Pipe case’ in which a picture went viral,
showing a pipe allegedly letting polluted water into the sea. This proved to be wrong but
despite the expert opinion, many people remained under the impression that this is an illegal
pipe. The other case is about groups raising donations based on medical personal data used for
collecting these donations, in relation to which the Commission for Personal Data Protection
issued a statement.
The conclusion is that regulation is very important, and we do not have enough regulation
regarding these phenomena. However, we have to keep in mind that the potential of social
media regarding constructive public and social engagement is huge, it just needs regulation.
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Ivan SMIESKO (Police force of Slovakia, Trnava District, Slovakia): Several
theses on criminal regulation of social networks with focus on hate speech
According to him law enforcement in cyberspace works in the 19th century in the US: like
local sheriffs. This should be changed, and for this change he presented some proposals:
1. Every social media shall develop their own system of sanction with at least three different
internal sanctions. It is good, that we cooperate with social networks because if you try to
tame social networks like beasts, they will incite war. These three sanctions were also
presented in Bratislava at the COMPACT symposium in February 2019 and they are available
on the internet. A possible sanction is ‘muting’, so the users can view everything but cannot
take part in anything. It is important to note that these sanctions are only for the user accounts
and do not prevent any of the authorities from investigation and prosecution, so there should
be two parallel proceedings.
2. It is also important that if we want states to take responsibility for the cybercrimes, court
systems should be prepared, because otherwise it can collapse under the amount of cases.
3. There also must by a possibility to file an appeal, analogical to real life and it should be
evaluated by someone other than the person imposing it, so other than network. The appeal
should be filed after 24 hours of imposing a sanction and it has special effects. In cyberspace
24 hours is a long time. For comparison: in real life, you have 3 to 15 days to file an appeal.
There is also a problem with the sanction taking effect, so according to the proposal 24 hours
must expire first for it to be efficient. It is also not possible to set a fixed period for deciding
on the appeal because there is a lack of data.
4. A complaint can be filed against the decision of the company dismissing the appeal, but
only in cases where there is a considerable damage. If the person deciding on the appeal
decides wrongly, there must be a possibility for it to be examined by a court, though in his
opinion, it is an extraordinary remedy reserved for cases with real-life damage, e.g. family
break-up or effects on employment.
5. Every social network has to set up legally educated staff to decide on appeals. They do not
necessarily have to be directly employed by the company, contracts can be formed like with
legal offices or arbitration court can be created. An interesting idea is to create an
international arbitration court for digital issues.
6. From criminal point of view this point is important. Every social network should provide
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all necessary cooperation to the prosecuting authorities of member states which clarify the
case, even telecommunication secrets if it can be proved that they are key evidence. It is
important to regulate this on EU level to enforce it on tech giants. The time frame for
providing this data set by the European Court of Human Rights is 6 months.
7. The last and most controversial point: member states should set up laws that criminalize
negligence in cases when a crime is committed through a user’s account by other persons than
the owner of the profile. Shortly, if you are negligent in using your account with security, it is
also your fault, like a car accident.
Q/C: What if someones ´account has been stolen or abused/hacked?
A: It depends on further activities of concerned person, but in general, the
owner should be held responsible. There should be police investigation,
e.g. witnesess, should there be serious consequences. For example if you
allow your friend to have acces to childe pornography.
Q: Negligence, when Internet is here for 20 years, this sound quite
alibistic aproach. Maybe “gross negligence”?
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Levente NYAKAS (National Media and Infocommunications Authority, Institute
for Media Studies, Hungary):

Is there any trend in regulating media at European level? Ideas on the
development of the European regulatory framework
It must be noted that the trends in the scope of media regulation are visible, as it could be seen
from the previous speakers’ presentations.
There is a common regulatory framework, the AVMSD regulation which covers YouTube
and singular services, video sharing platforms. The way EU tried to cover these services is
very interesting. One interesting fact is that they had to resolve a problem, namely the tension
between intermediaries and media. The scope of the directive covers audiovisual media
services, which is media. How they resolved it: the directive says that they are under the
scope of the e-Commerce directive, so they are intermediaries, but there is a so-called
exemption clause: they have to play a merely technical and passive role. If they have some
connection to the content, then they are organizers of the content that is uploaded. If we see
these services from the perspective of the directive, they are a little bit media, but they are not.
What we see in the regulation is that they try to apply the same rules as a general media
regulation. A co-regulatory model was chosen, so they put a burden on both the state and to
the companies.
The state has the right to control the co-regulatory rules which will be created under this
regulation. The directive also says that even though the co-regulation is controlled by the
state, their appropriateness (but not the effectiveness) can be reviewed by courts. In his
opinion this solution is not so effective.
Talking about the trends, the code of practice on disinformation was also mentioned. If we try
to position this initiative, it is a self-regulatory code in one sense, but on the other side, there
is the European Commission, that reviews the implementation of commitments set forth in the
code.
The background of the code of practice is interesting: everyone knows about the Cambridge
Analytica scandal, which also started a process in legislation on EU level. The basic question
was where the public sphere stays in the 21st century or does social media have an effect on
the public sphere and if yes, how we can measure it. There is also an issue about who controls
the public field and how to make it more transparent, not only because it was part of the
process how the code was implemented, but because this is the first experiment in the EU to
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make it more transparent.
Some member states’ legislation was also mentioned before, mostly that of Germany. There
was legislation in France last December reflecting the code of practice, which prescribes the
same obligations as courts have for intermediaries. Another important rule of this regulation is
a new judicial process is initiated. The law says that the judge can propose any action to
prevent the spread of disinformation.
As a conclusion: media law is intensely local, reflecting specialties and differences, and even
the consequences are local.
There are some issues to be solved: how to measure impact? Who controls public sphere?
How to make public sphere transparent?
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Attila TATÁR (Eötvös Loránd University, Faculty of Law, Hungary):
Different approaches taken by domestic and international courts with
regard to the NTDS
Before turning to the European Court of Human Rights’ case law, it is useful to note what the
applicable law is, which is the e-Commerce directive, in particular Article 14, that grants
immunity for intermediaries if they do not have actual knowledge of the unlawful content and
upon obtaining knowledge of the content they remove it expeditiously. Another important
provision in this regard is Article 15, which states that member states cannot impose a general
monitoring obligation on intermediaries to seek illegal content on their platform.
There are questions and difficulties arising from this directive, such as it is not sure how it is
possible for an intermediary to gain actual knowledge, it is not sure what the time frame for
expeditious removal is or how to make distinction between general and partial monitoring
activity.
The European Court of Human Rights has a well-established case law: such as the Delfi case,
MTE and Index, Pihl v. Sweden or Tamiz v. UK, in order to find an intermediary liable, four
factors must be taken into account: the context of the content, the measures taken by the
intermediary, the liability of the author as an alternative and the consequences for the
company. This presentation only concerned the first two factors.
In the two landmark cases – the Delfi and the MTE cases – we can see that the factual bases
are quite similar, as both cases dealt with internet news portals’ liability for third-party
comments. However, the outcomes are completely different: while Delfi was found liable,
finding MTE liable would have caused a considerable chilling effect.
The main reason for this difference is the user content. In Delfi’s case 20 comments amounted
to hate speech or directly advocated acts of violence, they were clearly unlawful. In the MTE
case even though the comments were offensive, they did not amount to hate speech, they were
not clearly unlawful.
The Court also had different approaches to the notice-and-takedown system. In Delfi’s case it
was stated that even though this system can function as an appropriate tool, in case of
criminally unlawful content this measure is not sufficient enough and member states can
impose liability on member states for not removing such content without delay even without a
notice.
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What we can see from this is that there is a sharp distinction in the levels of liability. In case
of clearly unlawful content intermediaries are obliged to act even without notice, which is
surprising considering Article 15. In any other cases, it is acceptable to remove such content
after notification.
In cases of clearly unlawful content – immediate take down is expected, if there is unlawful
content there should be expeditious removal upon notice. The conclusion which can be drawn
is that the European Court of Human Rights moved from a horizontal approach towards a
vertical scheme, which probably will be quite burdensome. Courts are not the best fora that
can decide in Internet related cases.
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Dalma DOJCSÁK (Hungarian Civil Liberties Union, Political Freedoms Project,
Hungary):
Strict liability under Hungarian law, and its afterlife before ECtHR
Her presentation was about how intermediary liability is established in Hungary, how the
cases that later reached the European Court of Human Rights and now serve as landmark
decisions started and how the Hungarian law was the basis for the judges to decide these
cases.
She referred back to previous speakers that mentioned how courts are capable of deciding on
intermediary liability and we should trust the courts to do this job as sometimes the regulators
are lagging behind. The cases she presented proved that sometimes the courts are not the best
fora to decide cases in connection with the internet. She said that she was not in the position
to tell why the court were not the best fora, but she highlighted some issues.
Under Hungarian law the cases decided were about user comments on news sites, that was the
famous MTE and Index.hu v. Hungary and the other case was about a news site hyperlinking
to a video uploaded on another site that was the so-called Magyar Yeti v. Hungary case.
Both of the cases before Hungarian courts resulted in finding that sites are liable for content
uploaded to their site or for content they hyperlink to, regardless of the intent or whether they
respected the ethical rules of journalism, or the effects of their acts. Only that fact mattered
that they enabled users to access the content.
This is because under Hungarian law there are two pieces of legislation judges could refer to:
one was the e-Commerce directive and the Hungarian enforcement of this directive under
which you can classify intermediaries. The other one was the Hungarian Civil Code. Under
this law the statement, publication or dissemination of an injurious untrue fact of another
person shall be deemed defamation. So, the Hungarian judges decided that enabling user
comments or using hyperlinking to another site is a dissemination of this information and
therefore the intermediary, the site is fully liable for every and any piece of content they
disseminate.
These cases went through the whole legal system including the Constitutional Court and, in
both cases, the Constitutional Court decided that finding a site liable for this content is in line
with the Hungarian Constitution. Both cases reached the European Court of Human Rights
where both cases were found to be a violation of the European Convention of Human Rights
based on the fact – and this is very important – that the Hungarian Court failed to apply the
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already existing tests of the Court, because regardless of any other action or intentions, just
because of disseminating a piece of information they were found liable. To respect freedom of
speech and media, a very delicate balancing of rights is needed which must be evaluated by
the courts.
The bottom line of these cases is that there is no easy way for the courts, you cannot decide a
case based on strict liability, you have to use the tests. However, in these cases new tests were
introduced: in the MTE case the Delfi test was elaborated, in the Magyar Yeti case a whole
new test was applied.
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Irini KATSIREA (University of Sheffield,United Kingdom/Greece): From the
‘right to be forgotten’ to the German Network Enforcement Act: Are
private platforms fit to act as the guardians of free speech?
The main issue of her presentation was whether platforms are suitable to be the guardians of
freedom of speech. The platforms deem themselves as tech companies who rely on automatic
processes. The motivation of taking this stand is they like to assume low responsibility for the
content users post. Also they take higher valuations in stock exchange as tech companies than
as media companies and this was the position Mark Zuckerberg took in the case of Cambridge
Analytica and in the trending news controversy where he got as far to dismiss human review
of moderation, stressing the fact that they are a tech company.
However, there are strong arguments that these platforms are actually media companies.
There are numerous editorial decisions lying behind the algorithms. Search engines for
example remove spam, more recently Google changed its algorithm to promote more
authoritative results after the rise in the number of mass shootings. Facebook seems to be
moving towards being like a media company with its news project, creating a more dedicated
section on Facebook for news taken from ‘broadly trusted’ sources.
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We should not forget that in reality platform engage in moderation of content and make an
impact on public discourse. These moderation rules are more important than the legal
restrictions these platforms function under as they cut deeper than what is prescribed by law.
As far as legal restrictions are concerned, there is a tendency to impose more responsibility on
platforms not just for the user content but for the protection of fundamental rights as well. For
example, the right to be forgotten or erasure is a responsibility for Google to delete lawful but
irrelevant information upon notification in name-based searches. This was created by good
intention, but what about past offenders?
She mentioned the cases of NT1 and NT2 v. Google: one of them was unsuccessful, the other
succeeded. It must be noted that the social acceptability of erasure is changing, there are
various degrees to that.
The most holistic solution seems to be the NetzDG, which is not applicable to smaller
platforms with less than 2 million registered users. The NetzDG procedure can only be used
in case of a breach of a pre-existing criminal law and based on it the obviously illegal content
must be deleted within 24 hours, though more complicated cases have to be decided within 7
days. The fine for non-compliance can reach 5 million Euros. The law also allows for the
reinstatement of wrongly removed content, though that creates a controversy between the
laws and Facebook’s own rules, which is only deepening the problem. Facebook pushes its
users from using the NetzDG process, as it is costly and requires the knowledge of local laws.
Another initiative is the Online Harms White Paper which introduces a new duty of care for
social media, appoints an independent regulator, whose identity is still unknown, and it covers
illegal conduct and not illegal, but harmful conduct under ‘harms with a less clear definition’
such as trolling. The incentives for ‘over-blocking’ include fines and individual responsibility
of senior managers for breaching the duty of care, though ‘under-blocking’ is only sanctioned
with a fine.
We have to ask whether platforms are responsible for free speech. In many jurisdictions it is
recognized that there are relations between the companies and the states. These platforms
affect basic rights and they provide a ‘public marketplace’ for information. Joining the
previous speakers, she noted that the privatization of law enforcement is increasing, and
communication is dominated by private actors.
There is an urgent need for rethinking the frameworks of obligations of platforms as public
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fora, first of all, minimum standards for moderation are needed and platforms need to earn
immunities from liability to serve the public, though there must be transparency reports – like
Google has, but it is ineffective – and an oversight from regulators is needed as well.
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Gergely GOSZTONYI (Eötvös Loránd University, Faculty of Law, Hungary):
How intermediaries’ liability is related to censorship?
He noted that regulating social media is a three-fold question with the roles of businesses,
governments and users. However, what is even a more burning question it is the internet
shutdowns. Contrary to popular beliefs, it is a widespread phenomenon among the member
states of the Council of Europe such as Russia or Turkey.
He showed a case study: a picture of president Putin in a make-up with a rainbow went viral
in 2017. The people sharing it were going to courts and accused of harming personal rights
and supporting terrorism. We have to note that censorship always tells the wrong story. It was
proved by several – because of the censored parts – compromising pictures.
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The UN Special Rapporteur of 2011 defines what is arbitrary blocking and draws our
attention to the fact that there are arbitrary blockings in several countries.
Turning back to the case studies Gergely Gosztonyi mentioned the arbitrary blocking in
Turkey, when the whole service of Google was blocked and even after the European Court of
Human Rights stated that it was arbitrary, on another occasion later, YouTube was blocked.
As a reminder: in case of internet blockings the tests of the European Court of Human Rights
must be applied.
A terrifying trend is that since 2016 the number of laws on blocking is increasing – among
others - in Ukraine, France, and Poland as well in the context of counterterrorism. What really
happened is that these laws could not have been passed, but after terrorist attacks, they were
approved by the legislative bodies.
What countries are doing – and what Access Now is showing in its reports – is shutting down
the whole internet and not just the problematic content. They just block everything. And some
of these countries are really close to Europe (e.g. Turkey, Ukraine, Montenegro), so this
phenomenon is reaching our democratic countries.
In the first half of 2019 internet blackouts were imposed by 25 different governments, which
is approximately 15% of the world. India is the ‘winner’ with 13 shutdowns this year.
Ethiopia blocked 98% of the country on 22n June. This shows that we should deal with this
problem as well, as Internet shutdowns threat human rights worldwide. They harm not only
people but businesses, emergency services, journalism and protests as well.
The tools used for blocking are likely to produce false positives and false negatives, the list of
criteria for blocking a website is usually not public, the appeal process may be onerous, notknown or non-existent and the blocking measures are easy to bypass and even AI will not
provide a good solution, but blocking the whole internet is definitely the worst option.

DISCUSSING SECOND PART:
Fanny: There is a public call to participate in discussing these issues. A duty of care should be
a part of a new directive, as a positive obligation. There is a Turkish case of blocking
Wikipedia before the ECtHR.
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